And now what, or what else…
Impressed by work done...

Work on harmonisation of both definitions and questionnaires

Training

Work in the pipeline: future of energy statistics
So, one questionnaire to all, dream or reality?
Initial topics considered by InterEnerStat

Harmonisation
- Methodologies
- Definitions
- Units
- Conversion factors
- Harmonised demands and questionnaires
- Handbooks and manuals
- Training
- Quality framework

Co-operation
- Raising political awareness
- Harmonisation
- Joint Questionnaires
- Joint Training
- Common manuals
- Joint quality assessment
- Exchange of data
Common Energy Questionnaires (UNSD and IEA-Eurostat)

Adding Codes to Variables in Questionnaires (old UNSD questionnaire, correspondence with SIEC and CPC) to facilitate keeping time series, link info with non-English questionnaires

Provision for special conditions in Arab countries (i.e. Heating item)

Continue and enhance coordination among organizations

Thank you